CUSTOM COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

Platform 319 is a cloud-based compliance automation solution that has been engineered in all aspects as a fully reconfigurable platform, providing significant advantages to any organization.

Accelerate Time to Value, Reduce Human Error and Maximize Efficiency

A reconfigurable platform allows for quick, easy and continual modifications to its data capture, users, portals, dashboards and reports as needs evolve, without interrupting business operations whatsoever. Its unique architecture provides for configuration rather than development; significantly reducing the cycle time to deploy, update and enhance its functionality.

Importantly, 319 InSight conforms to each organization’s unique procedures and workflows, providing full process automation and allowing implementation to occur with negligible adoption time needed.

319 InSight’s proprietary workflow engine is an extremely powerful technology that enables dynamic event-based routing, permissions, notifications, scheduling, prioritizing and tasking. This technology enables workflow processing to occur in parallel pathways, sequential pathways, or even a combination of both throughout the lifecycle of a compliance program. Tasks are achieved faster and more efficiently with 319 InSight, while seamlessly matching traditional offline behavior.

Its automated, inline decision mechanisms greatly reduce workload, increase throughput and assure data accuracy. This places fewer demands on administrative staff, allowing compliance responsibilities to be completed with fewer resources and at a much lower cost.

The platform provides for ongoing application expansion, which reduces acquisition costs and offers a single destination source for all compliance related activity, maximizing productivity. As additional applications are deployed, 319 InSight generates cross-functional reporting, revealing key business insights and helping leaders make better, more informed decisions.

- Reconfigurable, Customizable Workflows
- Tailored Questionnaires, File Routing, Notifications and User Assignment
- Inline Contact and Company Screening with Pinpoint Technology
- Parallel and/or Sequential Processing
- Multi-Role Contributors and Automated, Inline Decision Logic
- Data Authentication and Auditing
- Dynamic Data Analysis and Custom Risk Evaluation
- Simple User Management and Segmentation
- Custom Workflows, Dashboards and Reports
- Single-Sign-On Capability
- Platform and Network Scalability
- Fault-Tolerant, Highest Security and Performance Cloud Networks

KEY BENEFITS OF Custom Compliance Solutions with 319 InSight

Fastest Possible Cycle Times & Approvals
Unparalleled Precision of Data Collection & Analysis
Gain Important Business Intelligence

"Compliance business processes are becoming more complex each year"

Mengxi Sun of the Wall Street Journal summarizes this phenomenon brilliantly in his piece, "Changing Role of Corporate Compliance Calls for Communication". He notes:

"The traditional tasks of compliance—monitoring sanctions, defending against bribery and money laundering—are increasingly complex. Corporate culture and executive conduct are testing compliance officers in new ways. At the same time, the geopolitical backdrop is ever more treacherous."

"As a result, compliance departments are asking on new responsibilities or working more closely with other departments to determine how to monitor and mitigate emerging risks...

As a result, it is a must that your compliance platform is reconfigurable. A reconfigurable platform allows for quick, easy and continual modifications to its data capture, users, portals, dashboards and reports as needs evolve, without interrupting business operations whatsoever. Its unique architecture provides for configuration rather than development; significantly reducing the cycle time to deploy, update and enhance its functionality.

319 InSight is the market leader in reconfigurable technology, and prides itself on its ability to automate any compliance business process across the enterprise."